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Posiflex Touch Screen Terminals Connect at NRF2016

Posiflex XT Series of touchscreen terminals offers a base where its own
power adapter can be integrated with an optional PoweredUSB and
additional functionality on the Posiflex XT3215, XT3815, XT4015 and
XT5315 terminals

Posiflex XT Series multifunctional touch screen terminal base is
designed to enable a clutter free POS station. The terminal base
integrated options include PoweredUSB, second hard drive, battery
backup, 8 port hub and the terminals own power adapter.

HAYWARD, Calif.‐‐(BUSINESS WIRE) ‐ POS hardware technology leader Posiflex will demonstrate its XT Series of touch
screen POS terminals at the 2016 National Retail Federation show in booth 3373. The terminals have a uniquely designed
base with integrated options, including a wide range of peripheral connectivity, data redundancy and power backup.
The Posiflex XT Series touch screen terminal family offers four product price / performance models. Standard to all XT
models is an adjustable base optimizing cashier and customer viewing positions. Additionally, XT Series models offer
options inside the terminal base, such as PoweredUSB to directly connect a printer, an 8‐port USB hub for multiple
peripherals, a battery backup in the event of a power failure, second hard drive for redundancy, and inclusion of the
terminal’s own power adapter for a clutter‐free POS station.
Focus POS California, a Focus POS Systems Reseller, has deployed the XT3215 with its PoweredUSB option to connect the
printer directly to the terminal without a cumbersome power adaptor.
"We connect the printer directly to the XT3215 base as it eliminates two power bricks on the floor since the terminal brick
is also hidden in the base," said Brandon Wermes, Director of Operations with Focus. "This minimizes tripping hazards,
minimizes the number of AC power connections, speeds up installation, and reduces possible points of failure. Posiflex is
deployed when quality and reliability count."
Software developer Flightware Solutions deploys Posiflex at Beverage Warehouse, a fourth ‐generation owned wholesale
and retail beer distributor since 1933.
"The XT3815 8‐port hub option offers the Beverage Warehouse a complete touch screen upgrade eliminating all legacy
parallel, serial and PS2 connections in favor of a tightly organized, reliable and clean USB‐driven system to eliminate the
typical ‘rats nest’ of cables,” said Adam Scott, Flightware’s Director of Operations.

Scott summarizes: “Posiflex terminals are stable with low service needs down the road. XT3815 and XT3215 features and
peripherals enhance the software. It’s one thing to do software great, but when it runs on a piece of equipment which
looks good and runs great, it’s a winner.”
About Posiflex
Posiflex is a designer and manufacturer of Point‐of‐Service and industrial touch terminals with installations globally since
1984 having a long legacy of reliability.
Posiflex reliability demonstrated
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJRzs‐XmpRo
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